Bulk arrival general service retrial queueing system is analyzed in this paper. Server provides two phases of serviceessential and optimal. After each service completion, the server searches for customers in the orbit. Customers may balk or renege at particular times. Accidental and active breakdown of the server is considered. The repair of the failed server starts after a random amount of time known as delay time. After repair the server continues the service of the interrupted customer or waits for the same customer. The necessary and sufficient condition for the system to be stable is presented. By applying supplementary variable technique, the steady state distributions of the server state and the number of customers in the orbit are obtained. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the influence of the parameters on several performance characteristics
INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades considerable attention has been paid to the analysis of queueing system with repeated calls see for example the book by Falin and Templeton [10] , Artalejo and Gomez-Corral [2] and the survey papers of Artalejo [3, 4] .
In many waiting line systems, the role of the server is played by mechanical / electronic device, such as computer, ATM, traffic light etc., which is subject to accidental random failure; until the failed server is repaired, it may cause a halt in service. Wang [17] , Wang and Li [18] , Atencia et. al [6] , Geni Gupur [11] and Aissani [1] have studied retrial queueing system with random breakdown. In most of the articles with server breakdown it is assumed that the failed service channel undergoes repair instantaneously. But in several life situations, men have to be employed who may not be available on call to affect the necessary repair. Consequently a delay is caused in starting the repair of the breakdown server. Only few authors, for example Prakash Rani et.al [12, 13] and Rehab et. al [14] have analysed unreliable queueing models with delayed repair.
The next specific feature considered in retrial queueing system is orbital search. Artalejo et al. [5] , Dudin et al. [8] , Chakravarthy et al. [7] and Udaya Chandrika and Ebenesar Annabagyam [15] have investigated retrial queue with orbital search to reduce the idle time of the server.
In this paper, bulk arrival two phase retrial queueing system with balking, reneging, orbital search and server breakdown is discussed by including the concept of delay time and reserved time. Analytical treatment of this model is obtained by supplimentry variable technique. The main motivation is from the applications to Local Area Networks, client server communication and electronic mail services on internet.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Consider a single server retrial queue in which customers arrive in batches of variable size according to a Poisson process with rate . The batch size Y is a random variable with probability mass function P(Y=k) = C k , the probability generating function C(z) and first two moments m 1 and m 2 . At the arrival epoch of a batch, if the server is idle, then one of the customers get into the service immediately and others leave the service area and enter the retrial queue. If the server is busy or down, the arriving customers either join a retrial queue with probability p or leave the system with probability 1 -p. The customer at the head of the retrial queue competes with potential primary customers to decide which customer will enter service next. If a primary customer arrives first, the retrial customer may cancel its attempt for service and either return to its position in the retrial queue with probability q or quit the system with probability 1 -q. The retrial time of the customer in the retrial queue is generally distributed with distribution function A(x), Laplace Stieltjes transform A*(s) and the hazard rate function (x).
The server provides two phases of service phase 1 and phase 2. The phase 1 service is needed to all arriving customers. As soon as the phase 1 service is completed, the customer may opt to leave the system probability  or opt for the phase 2 service with probability 1 -. (x) and the first two moments  i1 and  i2 . If the server becomes free after completing phase i service, then immediately the server searches for customers in the orbit (if any) with probability 1 - i or remains idle with probability  i .
Assume that the server is subject to fail while it is busy in any one of the two phases. The life time of the server in i th phase is exponentially distribution with mean  i . When the server breaks down, there is some delay to start the repair. The delay (x) and the first two moments h i1 , h i2 .
When the server fails in phase i service, the customer in service either remains in the service position with probability r i until the server is up or leaves the service area with probability 1 -r i and keeps returning at times exponentially distributed with the rate  i . If the customer in service leaves the service area upon server failure, the server after repair completion, waits for the same customer to return. This time is referred as reserved time. The server is not allowed to accept new customers until the interrupted customer leaves the system after completion of service. The server is said to be blocked if the server is busy or down.
At time t, let N(t) be the number of customers in the retrial queue, W(t) the elapsed retrial time of the customer, X(t) the elapsed service time of the customer in service, U(t) the elapsed delay time in attending the failed server, Y(t) the elapsed repair time of the server and R(t) the elapsed reserved time.
Define the following state probabilities:
 0 (t) is the probability that the server is idle at time t and there is no customer in the retrial orbit.  n (t, w) dw is the joint probability that at time t there are n customers in the orbit, the server is idle and the elapsed retrial time of an orbital customer is between w and w + dw, n  1.
dx is the joint probability that at time t there are n customers in the retrial orbit, the server is providing phase i service with the elapsed service time between x and x + dx, where n  0.
is the joint probability that at time t there are n customers in the retrial orbit, the server is down, the elapsed service time is x, the interrupted customer remains in the service position (not in the service position) and the elapsed delay time is between u and u + du, where n  0.
dx dy) is the joint probability that at time t there are n customers in the retrial orbit, the server is down, the elapsed service time is x, the interrupted customer remains in the service position (not in the service position) and the elapsed repair time is between y and y + dy, where n  0. r) x, (t, R i n dx dr is the joint probability that at time t there are n customers in the retrial orbit, the elapsed service time is equal to x and the elapsed reserve time is between r and r + dr, where n  0.
Theorem
The necessary and sufficient condition for the system is to be stable is
Proof
Let S (k) be the generalized service time of the k th customer in service. Then {S (k) } are independently and identically distributed with Laplace transform B*(s)=B 1 *(s+ 1 
and expected value
Let P(S) and P() denote respectively the probabilities that the system is blocked and idle. Let E(S (k) ) be the expected blocked time and E() be the expected idle time. Then
The arrival rate at the retrial queue when the system is blocked is  pm 1 P(S)
The arrival rate at the retrial queue when the server is idle is
Total arrival rate at the retrial queue is  pm 1 
The exit rate from the retrial queue by entering service when there is no orbital search is A*())(
The exit rate from the retrial queue by the orbital search is ( (1 -
The exit rate from the retrial queue by leaving the system when a primary customer arrives first at the server is
The total exit rate from the retrial queue is [1 - 
For stability, the arrival rate should be less than the exit rate.
and hence  pm 1 
STEADY STATE DISTRIBUTIONS
The system of equations that governs the model under steady state, by supplementary variable method are
with boundary conditions
Define the following probability generating functions (1)- (14) we can determine the expressions of
By defining the the partial probability generating function
, we can find the queue size probability generating functions
4.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
we obtain the following system state probabilities.
The steady state probability that the system is non-empty and the server is idle is
The steady state probability that the server is busy is
The steady state probability that the breakdown server waits for its repair to start is given by
The steady state probability that the server is under repair is
The steady state probability that the server is in reserved time is
Using the normalizing condition  0 +  + P + D + F + R = 1 the expression of 0 I is derived as 0 I = T 1 / N 1 where
The probability generating function of the number of customers in the retrial queue is given by
The probability generating function of the number of customers in the system is given by
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The mean number of customers in the orbit is
The mean number of customers in the system is
RELIABILITY INDEXES OF THE SERVER
We now consider some reliability quantities of the server. Let A(t) be the system availability at time t.
The steady state availability of the server A is A = A(t). lim 
SPECIAL CASES
The model under study is a generalization of many queueing models.
Case 1: If C(z) = z, then the model reduces to M/G/1 two phase retrial queueing system with impatient customers,server breakdown, delayed repair and orbital search.
Case 2:
If C(z) = z and  1 =  2 = 1 the system reduces to two phase retrial queueing system with impatient customers, server breakdown, delayed repair and reserved time [9] .
Case 3: If C(z) = z and p = q =  1 =  2 = 1 the system reduces to two phase retrial queueing system with server breakdown, delayed repair and reserved time [16] .
Case 4:
If  = 1 and p=q= 1 =  2 = 1 the system reduces to impatient customer bulk arrival retrial queueing system with server breakdown and delayed repair [12] .
Case 5:
If  = 1= r 1 = r 2 =  1 =  2 = 1 the system coincides with the paper bulk arrival retrial queueing system with server breakdown and delayed repair [13] .
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Assume that the distributions of service time, retrial time, delay time and repair time follow (i) Erlangian of order 2, (ii) Exponential and (iii) Hyper-exponential distributions. Table 1 provides the availability of the server A and the failure frequency F by varying the values of  1 ,  and  1 for the three processes Erlang, exponential and hyper-exponential with the fixed values For all  1 and , as  1 increases the availability of the server decreases and the failure frequency increases. This can be explained intuitively as follows: As failure rate  1 increases life time decreases and hence availability decreases and failure rate increases. 
